
THE NATURE AND USE OF PROTO-LANGUAGES 

Summary 

While it is t rue tha t  languages related through (as one says) common descent 
are derived from a common ancestor  language, this  idiom, if unat tes ted  and 
available only in the form of a reconstructed protodanguage,  has only  a limited 
degree of realism. The manner  in which linguistic reconstruction proceeds, the 
lack of ~ruly quant i ta t ive  criteria in determining type  and degree of linguistic 
relatedn.ss,  and the necessity to arrive at  an ent i re ly uniform linguistic con- 
s truct  art, all apt  to deliver a distorted or false view of the proto-language. Indeed 
i t s  v,-'ry ,xistence may  be questionable, especially if it cannot  be suppol"ted by 
non-llngt.,i~tic evidence; this applies in parti(:ular to intermediate  reconstructed 
proto-lanv, uages like Proto-Italo-Kelt ic ,  Proto-West-Germanic,  Proto-Ibero-Ro- 
manic, wh ich are but  ~ay-s ta t ions  on *:he ro;~d to the ul t imate  parent  language. 
I t  is therefore suggested tha t  all proto-languages be considered creations for 
the convenience of linguistic investigation and for the purpose of delving into 
an otherw/.,e inaccessible linguistic past, but tha t  no claim should be made for 
their  being viewed an~ dealt with as real languages in any  sense of the word, 
unless and unti l  there accrues sufficient non..linguistic evidence for fixing them 
in time and place ~tnd for associating them with an anthropologically,  archaeo- 
logical!y, or historicaliy identifiable society The reverse process, t ha t  is, the 
creation o:f a society to go with an unattested,  reconstructed proto-language, 
is al together improper. 

In a recent article I proposed the view that Reconstructed Proto- 
Indo-European (which is unattested, almost certainly unrecorded) 
and Real Protc-Indo-European need not be al~.d in all likelihood 
are not the same linguistic item, that indeed Reconstructed Proto- 
Indo-European, no matter how rich our collection of asterisked for- 
mulae may be or yet become, does not represent a real language at 
all under any acceptable definition of the term language 1). This 
ct,:~rge of unreality applies to the number of reconstructions produ- 
cible, since one cannot reconstruct a dead and lost language in its 
entirety (what is, in any event, the 'l.otal' lexicon of a language?), 
and even more significantly to their linguistic ~hape. since one cannot 
be certain, hence should not assume, that one has, correctly recon- 
structed real, synchronically existing forms from a variety of non- 

1) See Ernst  t-ulgram, Proto-Indo-Eurcpean real i ty and reconstruction, 
Lauguage, 35,421-6 (1959). 
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synchronic evidence. For example, if one were to reconstruct the 
proto-language of the modern Romanic languages, ignoring for the 
sake of the experinlent that it is available ill the form of ancient 
Latin of one kind or another, one could neither reconstruct the entire 
Latin vocabulary as we know it to have existed (a number of Latin 
words are not continued in any Romanic dialect), nor could one, from 
the evidence of the living Romanic dialects, reconstruct a language 
of more than three cases, or guess the existence of deponent verbs, 
or discover that at least one kind of Latin, the Clas.,!cal Latin of metric 
poetry and possibly pro:.e, had significant vocalic quantity,  and ~c, 
forth. Indeed the shape of every reconstructed form is entirely de- 
pendent on the type at~d amount of evidence available: that is, a 
Proto-lndo-European form reconstructed from Sanskrit and Hittite 
will be different from what it would be if the records came from 
Slavic and Germanic; also, a Proto-Indo-European formula based on 
ten available cognates looks different (and probably comes closrr to 
reality) from what it would be if only t~vo cognates were available. 

In this article I am concerned not with the state of our knowledge 
in any one linguistic domain, but rather with a question of principle, 
namely: If the shape and the very existence of an unattt,.-tcd twoto- 
language are sustained entirely by the a--:.~',~ption, unsupportrd by 
non-linguistic evidence, that several rel:~i,~l dialect.s must ,)f ,~.ces~ity 
be derived from, and may therefore be en~pioyed for the recon.,truction 
of, this proto-language, wh~t can be the degree and the kind of attthen- 
ticity of such a reconstructed parent language, and of any non-lingvistic 
coroUary hypotheses based upon it ? In other wor<ls, at u h , t  point 
in our reconstructive process, and under what circ,,n~.~tance:;, may we 
become prone t,) desert reality, linguistic ~)r ,.,n-lix~guistic, and where 
do we., fully yield to absurdity ? 

My line of argument will not entail a rCjecti,~)z~ of the comparative 
method of historical linguistics, nor generate an injunction against 
the reconstruction of proto-languages for purposes of historic;,! lin- 
guistics. But I do want to call attention to the inherent limitations 
of these pr:)cedures, to the fallacies and delusions which are bound to 
attend the rash, endorsement of some substantive deduction drawn 
from the insubstantial presence of these creatures fashioned by our- 
celves, often with more confidence than prudence. 

When we are dealing with the recorded language of a historically 
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known society, including of course the audible idiom of an existing 
speech community, acquaintance with the .,,peakers is implied to a 
greater or lesser degree since we have non-linguistic evidence to tell 
us mcre or less precisely what kind of people, having what non-linguis- 
tic attributes and history, spoke or speak Greek or Sanskrit or Tl, r- 
kish. Identification of the linguistic with art historic extra-linguistic 
entity can thus be accomplished. 

At times, on the other hand, we may be fairly well informed on a 
language, but our knowledge of the society that goes with it is scanty 
or altogether lacking. Such is the case, for example, with Crimean 
Gothic, ancient Umbrian, or Tocharish. Naming the si~akers Goths, 
Umbrians, or 'rocharians is merely a proce:;s of tautological labeling 

t h a t  tells us nothing about these persons' non-linguistic identity. In 
instances of this type one may or may not be fortunate enough, after 
careful examination of the total record, to ~.rrive at a reasonable con- 
jecture as to who spoke these languages. 

But we may also find ourselves confronted with an asterisked proto- 
language, consisting of reconstructed form~alae. Unless there is good 
non-linguistic evidence that this proto-language actually existed, 
any a priori association of speakers with this fictitious tongue is absurd. 
An unattested proto-language presents us therefore with the problem 
,of solving an equation in which both memb.~rs are unknown. And that 
is, in mathematics at least, an impossibility. In linguistics, which is, 
for better or worse, not mathematics (although some linguistic phe- 
nomena are amenable to mathematical investigation), an answer may 
be attempted; yet it will have to remain hypothetical, even though 
various degrees of possibility and probability may accrue to it. But 
it is the non-linguistic background knowle,qge, in so far a,~ it is avail- 
able, which is the part of the equation that must be solved be/ore any 
degree of rea]ity whatever can be claimed for the reconstructed proto- 
language; it is this knowledge which saves us from comm!itting errors 
against which linguistic evidence alone cannot always shield us s). 

2) I might Lasert here that  the cautions and skeptical views t]~at I hold on 
reconstructed proto-languages, together with my  insistence on clothing and 
articulating; the bare bones of historical linguistics with the facts of life of lin- 
guistic his'l:ory, are due in no small measure to the fortuitous but  salutary cir- 
cumstanc~ tha t  I am familiar with Romanic lin~guistics. The realization of how 
little we should know about the Latin language and its speakers if we had only 
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If we knew only Latin and Italian, for example, and nothing else 
about the other Romanic languages or the history of the Romania, 
there would be nothing inherent in the records of these two languages 
as we have them to dissuade us from regarding them as contempo- 
raneous related dialect~ rather than as mother and daughter languageS). 
It is obvious enough that  the two represent different stages of develop- 
ment of a proto-language, since daughter languages of different degree 
of removal from a parent language may exist simultaneously - such 
as French and Italian, where French is more different from sister 
Italian than is Italian from the common parent Latin. Hence we are 
not actually constrained to conclude, on the basis of available synchro- 
nic linguistic evidence, that  Italian is a later stage of Latin. If, there- 
fore, a linguist ignorant of the significant non-linguistic circumstances 
viewed Latin and Ital'ian as sister lang~mges, he would rightly feel 
entitled to reconstruct t~'om them a proto-language. Such a reconstruc- 
tion would of course be an item without any counterpart whatever in 
the reality which we know with absolute certainty. But nothing in- 
herent in this monstrosity will reveal it as such .Whatever the shape 
of this Proto-Latino-Italian, it will be a linguistic structure: this is 
assured by the process of its creation; that such a one never existed 
will not show in its physiognomy. Anyone who finds repugnant what 
may seem a preposterous argument concerning Latin and Italian, may 
instead use, say, two African cUalects completely lacking further 
linguistic connections and totally unprovided with a non-linguistic 
historical setting, but being obviol,sly related. How can the linguist 
know, on the evidence he has, what the relationship of these two dia- 
lects is, whether one is derived from the other or both come from a 
proto-language ? It is indeed concdvable that the linguistic condition 
of the dialects is such that it yields no clue, not even to attempts 
of internal reconstrmtion, as to which is more archaic. Certainly 
greater morphemic complexity (such as indeed exhibited by Latin in 

the modern Romanic languages to recreate anterior linguistic and non-linguistic 
conditions, has more than once alerted me to the possible absurdity cr, at least, 
lack of tepidity inher~nt in the designing of vurious proto-languages and con- 
jectures e,bout their  speakers. 

a) Whenever  I refer to the genealogical tree, or use terminology connected 
with it (like p~xent language, daughter language, descent), I am implying all 
the ~ecessary reservations and restrictions discussed in my article Family tree, 
~ave  theo, ,, and dialectology, Orbis 2,67-72 (I 953). 
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comparison with less-inflected Italian) is no safe criterion for either 
chronological anteriority or greater conservatSsm. It  if were, German 
could not coexist with less-inflected English among the languages 
allegedly derived from a Proto-Germanic parent. No one would sub- 
scribe to the view that simplification of morphology is a typological 
'improvement' of an evolutionary kind that  is a function o~ time. 

One might object that I am employing for my argume~lt extreme 
cases such as do not occur in reality. I need not argue the point, first, 
because they could' occur, second, because I am talking here of a prin- 
ciple, namely, our inability to establish the reality of a proto-language 
without "the support of a concomitant non-linguistic reality. 

Someone may suggest that  the details do not really matter, that 
every reconstructed proto-language gives us some information on the 
real proto-language (provided one such existed, of course) because 
every reconstruction is in some me~,sure realistic (see below), that 
therefore reconstructed formulae are not only legitimate but may also 
be authentic, and that at the very least the whole procedure affords 
valuable exercise to student and sckolar. With all this I agree, and 
I de, not reject efforts to devise some such formulae - as long as the 
circamstances afford nothing better. 

I may perhaps insert in this connection a few words on the critique 
of my 1959 article by Hall 4). He says that I "exaggerate" (203) when I 
claim that realism is not possible in reconstruction. He suggests that 
in Reconstructed Proto-Romanic "~:he degree of realism attained is 
very h~gh" (204), and is willing to wager " that  there did exist once 
upon a time, somewhere, a speech community in wldeh [a reconstructed 
Proto-Indo-European utterance such as cited on page 205], or one 
closely similar, would have made sense". (206) To, this I must say: 
(1) I did not speak of REALISM, whick means, in this context, approxi- 
mation, or probability, but of REALITY (see my title); (2) realism 
pertains to two parameters, (a) probability of existence of the recon- 
structed proto-language (b) approximation in form to the real proto- 
language; (3) probability of existence can be demonstrated only by 
extra-~inguistic evidence: (a) if prehistoric or historic records com- 
pletely negate the existence, then the question of approximation in 
form is meaningless; (b) if the records but weakly support the existence, 

4) Robert A. Hall, Jr., On realism in reconstruction, Lang~tage 36,203--6 (1960). 
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then the realism of the reconstruction is correspondingly weak; (c) if the 
records are altogether neutral on existence, that is, if a putative proto- 
language cannot be provided with a location in a time and at a place, 
although linguistic facts point to the existence of a proto-language 
some time, somewhere (and this is the case with Proto-Indo-European), 
then the reconstruction becomes an admissible, e-lbeit place-less and 
time-less construct, to be used and understood exclusively as the best 
available result of probing the past, and possessed of no proven reality 
and a minimal degree of realism; (4) in the absence of the reality along 
which to measure it, greater or lesser degree of realism of a reconstruc- 
tion can not be demonstrated but only surmised. 

When Hall ascribes, therefore, "realism" to a passage of recon- 
structed Proto-Romanic (204--5), he speaks of something unmeasur- 
able, and he quite rightly, but inevitably vaguely, uses only such 
phrases as "reasonably high" (204), "reasonably realistic" (205), 
"closely similar" (with reference to Proto-Indo-European, 206). But 
he does not make it clear whether he means realism (probability) of 
existence or realism {approximation) of form. I dare say he does not 
distinguish, although he should: for if it were demonstrated in histo.- 
rical terms that this Reconstructed Proto-Romanic cannot be fitted 
into time and place, that  is, cannot be provided with speakers, then 
all worries about realism of form become supererogatory. That "it 
would have been at least five-sixths comprehensible and perhaps even 
more so, to a Roman of ca. 50 B.C." (205) proves nothing concerning its 
reality; even as a measure of realism it does not carry far, since in- 
telligibility is still possible even under conditions of extreme distortion.~ 
of structure. 

Hall's Proto-Romanic refers, I believe, to a koin~ used all over the 
Roman state (it precedes his subsequent divisions into Proto-Italo- 
Western and Proto-Eastern Romanic) about the middle of the fir.~t 
century B.C. It is differently defined by Grimes and Agard, who believe 
that  "the Romance languages are, roughly, the .nodern developments 
of what was the popular speed', of central Italy about the time of the 
Pax Romana." 6) I shall overlook the considerable disagreement of 
the Hall and Grirnes-Agard dates and places for Proto-Romanic, and 
shall address myself to the probability of existence of such a language, 

a) Joseph E. Grimes-Frederick B. Agard, Linguistic divergence in Romance, 
La#guage 35,598-604 (1959). 
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whether in the first century B.C. in the entire Romania (Hall), or iv 
the first or second century after Christ in central Italy (Grimes- 
Agard). 

By either of these dates Latin had spread, in the wake of Roman 
conquests by force of arms, to various regions of the future Romanic- 
speaking world, superseding in all of them non-Latin (Italic, non° 
Italic, and even, especially in central Italy, non-Indo-European) 
idioms. The Latinization of Italy itself had of course begun in pre- 
historic times, perhaps in the seventh century or earlier, and was still 

I 

in process in Augustus' day. Other linguistically important dates for 
political and subsequent linguistic conquest are: Sicily, 241 B.C.; 
Sardinia. 238 B.C. ; Cisalpire Gaul, 285-225, then lost to the Cartha- 
ginians, but definitively re¢onquered 198--191; Spain, begun early in 
the Second Punic War, completed in 205 B.C.; Liguria, 191-172; 
Southern Gaul, i 25-- i 2 i," Central and Northern ~atu,'~ ' ~o-~  ̂"'l. Although 
we unfortunately do not know precisely with what horizontal (geo- 
graphic) and vertical (social) speed and thoroughness the various 
native monolingualisms were replaced, no doubt through a period of 
bilingua]ism, by Latin monclingualism, it is .,scarcely convincing to 
propose, as do Grimes and Ag~trd, that even the beginnings of Latiniza- 
tion in some regions of the Romania were delayed by as much as three 
centuries counting from the date of political conquest, or that a new 
Latinization (canceling the previous one ?) took place with the spread 
of the speech of central Italy ,iuring the Pax Romana. (Note that the 
Pax Ro-.nana does not furnish a very precise date since it lasted from 
the time., of Augustus througll the Flavian d3masty, at least, that is, 
nearly a century and a half.) The fact is that we have from all these 
places Latin :inscriptions that much precede t:he Pax Romana. That 
they do not exactly show us =he kind of language that was actually 
spoken is a generic shortcomi:lg of all written documents, especially 
those of the Roman state, of wldch I have spoken in detail elsewhere 6). 
And it seems to me venturesonhe to insist, ~s does Hall, that there was 
a single Proto-Romanic spoken throughout the provinces, regardless 
of the date of conquest, despite the different kind~ of Latin imported 
into the various areas at so greatly divergent dates, and despite the 
variety of substrata superseded by Lati 3. The view of such a wide- 

6) Ernst Pulgram, Spoken and written Latin, jr..angle 26,458-56 (1950). 
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spread and long-lasting koin~, (which is not the same thing as a lingua 
franca, or a Pidgin Latin, such as may have existed, but certainly 
not as everybody's speech everywhere, and not as the parent of the 
Romanic dialects), may be based precisely on the biased written re- 
cords which I just mentioned. And if there was no real koine, Hall's 
Reconstructed Proto-Romanic, for the time and place to which it is 
assigned, is a fiction, even though the "text is, as a whole, quite close 
to what we know about popular Latin from other SOUl:Ces . . . "  (205) 
I should not regard it as a fiction of but minimal degree of realism if it 
were, not "as a whole" but in detail, not "quite close to" but identical 
with, not "what we know about popular Latin" but the popular Latin, 
uniform in the entire future Romania. But such a language we do 
not know, because it did not exist. What we need is not "more confi- 
dence" 7) in what we are accomplishing by means of reconstructive 

iq ,__., . . . . . . .  -J . . . .  ,__ :, . . . .  ,a.^_,:^:, . . . .  A l~t . ; . . .  +~+ t echn  ue~, O U t  l I I O l ~  C V I H g l I U e  I U I  11.~ ( t U t l l ¢ l l l ,  lk , l t~¢~ a j l U ,  ~a~a ,~axx~ ~ . x A ~ ,  

more reticence. 
The method of reconstruction of a proto-language is the comparison 

of related dialects. The linguist decides what dialects he may compare 
by measuring the degree of relationship, although he is of course 
greatly and often decisively aided in the task of selection by extra- 
linguistic historical facts that  he knows and which prevent him from 
comparing, for example, English and Russian (except on the level of 
Proto-Gerraanic and Proto-Slavic). But there exist in fact no truly 
quantitative, scientific criteria for measuring relationship and for 
furnishing a due to comparability, indeed a permission to compare, 
which will allow us to disregard intuitive, impressionistic judgments 
and non-linguistic criteria. I am aware of some recent attempts (not 
without precursors) to remedy this shortcoming, by Elleg/ird, Kroeber, 
and Grimes and Agard 8). But I am not persuaded of the validity of 
any of the procedures. Elleg~rd and K:roeber base their taxonomy 
upon vocabulary, which to my mind is t]he coarsest of the ingredients 
of a language, and the least suitable, indeed the most deceptive, of all 
criteria for extablishing relationship. (Certainly on the evidence of 
lexieal composition English and French seem more closely related 

T) Hall 1960, 206. 
s) Alvax Ellegllxd, Statistical measurement ol linguistic relationship, Language 

35.131-56 (1959); A. L. Kroeber, Statistics, Indo-European, and taxonomy, 
La~ ,ge  36,1-21 (1960); Grimes-Agaxd, 1959. 
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than they actually are structurally.) Furthermore, the taxonomy of 
proto-languages delivers, in consideration of what I have said about 

E 

them, at best a brittle and at worst an illusory result, :Ellegtrd recog- 
nizes this: " . . .  if Statistical methods are to be used, linguAstic re- 
lationship has to be split up into at least two different concepts, one 
of which may be termed similarity, t h e  other interdependence of de- 
velopment. Both can be explicated in terms of statistical correlation 
coefficients. But while tt,e coefficient of similarity demands only a 
knowledge of the languages to be compared, the coefficient of inter- 
dependence presupposes also a knowledge of the original [proto-] 
language - a knowledge which is bound to be hypothetical in most 
practical cases - and of the rate of development of the daughter 
I . . . . . . . . .  " T  . . . .  ~J~ d y  ' . . . . . . .  L - -  L . t - - J L - - - - -  A . ' - - ~  1 l~ow iI [ne m~tory of L~tc tansuages '" - languages, we alrea ~ n o w  ~l.e. 

the extra-linguistic history, the historic data), it will obviously be 
easiest and most satisfactory to describe their relationship directly on 
that  basis (which is not statistical). Hence the measure of interdepen- 
dence of development will have only a limited usufulness. In the pre- 
sent article I have therefore chiefly dealt with the measure of similari- 
ty." 9) Hence the measurement of similarity (especially if based on the 
lexicon) does in fact not give us the measurement of interdependence 
of development which alone would tell us what languages may be 
profitably compared, ;.n what sequence, and on what level. This reali- 
zation prompts Kroeber, after having attempted a taxonomy of nine 
Indo-European proto-languages, to say: "It  must .... be remembered 
that the languages are really reconstructed proto-languages, from 
nearly two thousand to three thousand years old. It is thus evident 
that if French or Italian had been tested instead of [Proto-] Italic, 
English or German instead of [Proto-] Germanic, and Bengali or Hindi 
instead oil Sanskrit, the differentiating would have been even more 
severe." lo) Consequently, Kroeber concludes, " I t  does begin to look 
as if time were beginning to justify Boas in his contention that all 
but the more obvious reconstructive and historic classification of 
unwritten languages contained elements of. unreliability." 11) Not only 
unreliability but also, I should add, 'in some circumstances full u~n- 
reality. 

o) Elleg~rd, 1959, 154. 
Io) Kroeber 1960, 15. 

!tt) Kroeber 1960, 19. 
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Grimes and Agarddeal with the real Romanic dialects and seek to 
establish statisticMly what EUeg~rd call:; the relationship of similarity. 
Whether their choice of criteria, the operations, and the resultant 
statistics are valid is not germane to the present discussion. But where 
the authors' endeavors concern themselves with questions on relation- 
ship of interdependence of development, that  is, with the Proto-Ro- 
manic parent language, the results must be, in Elleg~rd's words, of 
limited usefulness. Since we know the external history of the Romanic 
languages as a matter of extensive and trustworthy historic records, 
it will (to speak again with Elleg~rd) "obviously be easiest and most 
satisfactory to describe their relatio~ship directly on that basis." 12) 
But this Grimes and Agard unfortunately do not do, or rather, do 
WlUII~I.Vp W l I [ ~ I I  tll~,~" U~IIV~.  L I I ~  I I I U L [ ~ I - I I  ~ x u m a m c  languages  I r o m  m e  

popular speach of central Italy in the first or second century after 
Christ, as I noted before IS). Hence their statistical procedure is not 
suited to the creation ol quantitative criteria that will determine which 
ones of a number of known languages must be used, in what combina- 
nation and in what sequence (more of this below), in order to arrive 
at a proto-language of maximum degree of realism, though never com- 
plete reality. 

If it were ever demonstrated, as some think it: may well be, that 
Indo-European and Semitic are akin in such a way a.s to warrant the 
reconstruction of a Proto-Indo-Semitic language, then French and 
Arabic may be called, however remotely, related languages. Given the 
condition, then, that a linguist of the distant future, through some 
strange but imaginable circumstances, finds record.'; of French and 
Arabic but of no other Indo-European or Semitic language, his un- 
dertaking a linguistic comparison of French and Arabic with the pros- 
pect of reconstructing a parent speech would not be nonsensical - even 
though no right-thinking linguist of our day would, or should, attempt 
it. He should not and does not because French and Arabic, apart from 
not looking very. closely related, do not need to be compared: for the 
comparison of Indo-European and Semitic we shall do better, if the 
time comes, to employ ohier stages in either family, which luckily 
are accessible. But perhaps the most weighty consideration available 
to us against a French-Arabic comparison is our extra-linguistic 

Is) Elleg~d 1959, 154. 
Is) See above, p. 23-24. 
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knowledge, which the future linguist of whom I spoke may lack just 
as we aie lacking comparable information on early Indo-European 
and Proto-Indo-European historical circumstances, the knowledge, that 
is, that the non-linguistic conditions and the history of the speakers 
of Arabic and French are such as to divest a Proto-French-Arabic lan- 
guage of any degree of realism and plausibility, let alone reality. 

Linguistic reconstruction, then, has no built-in control mechanism; 
its result betrays its own falsehood no more than it confirms its cor- 
rectness. The process of reconstructing a proto-language by the methods 
of comparative linguistics is a mechanical one in which a series of 
linguistic equations is solved for the purpose of finding the common 
denominator, the proto-language, which will satisfy all the require- 
ments of historic developments that produced the daughter-languages. 
In this method only the procedure, but not the selection o~ t~ ~ i _ ~ s  
with which one operates, is rigorously scientific. Even a technician 
who is conversant with the method but knows little or nothing of the 
nature and the hidden problems of his material, may successfully 
solve the equations, without being able to judge the validity of his 
premh~s or the merit of his conclusions. (It is of course true that a 
science has attained a degree of maturity if its every-day ~ores, be 
they, in linguistics, descriptive analysis or historical comparison, can 
be accomplished by technicians. But this does not mean that the 
raising of technicians is a sufficient educational goal: they by them- 
selves will further linguistics no more than garage mechanics advance 
automotive engineering.) The control, however, and the critical view 
and the corrections are indeed provided - not by mathematics, but 
by the person who possl~sses both a sufficient knowledge of the extra- 
linguistic circumstances and a sufficiently educated judgment (though 
it can never be infaUible since ~it de~ls with non-quantified items) as 
to which two or more languages are so constituted as to permit and 
invite comparison. In other words, what prevents the good ldstorical 
linguist from committing grievous errors and from producing alto- 
gether fantastic proto-languages is, apart from his knowledge of extra- 
linguistic facts wherever they are available, his good training and 
his good sense, and not (for the time being, I fear) a strict, quantitative 
set of axioms or criteria, a really scientific, that is, self-correcting, 
methodology. 

The Indo-European~st who must make a d:ecision orL the compa- 
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rability or authenticity of unattested proton-languages of the Indo- 
European family is, we must admit, in some measure and in some 
manner, no matter how learned and skilled he is, to be likened to the 
under-informed linguist of the future whom I mentioned, at least as 
regards his disabilities and shortcomings. Ewm though (let us assume 
fol the moment) his judgment for the comparability of languages is 
trustworthy, and even though he has both linguistic and non-linguistic 
records of good quMity and quantity for a fair :aumber of centuries 
backward from the present, he still comes to certain points on his way 
toward Proto.Indo-European where he is inevitably faced with the 
question as to ~hether there was or was not a Real Proto-Balto- 
Slavic, a Real Proto-Italic, a Real Proto-Italo-Keltic corresponding 
to the customary entries on the genealogical tree. 

reconstructed or postulated language where the facts are better known, 
for example, Proto-Ibero-Romanic - a tongue which, though it is no 
more attested than Proto-Balto-Slavic, has the advantage of being 
provided with fully known mother and daughter languages, Latin and 
the Spanish-Portuguese dialects, respectively. A Proto-l~bero-Romanic 
language is conjunctured by some linguists on the familiar view that 
the dialects of the Iberian peninsula, which are more closely related 
to one another than is each to any other Romanic dialect (except Ca- 
talan, which seems nearer Provencal), must be derived from a common 
proto-language. This opinion seems unobjectionable enough at first 
sight, and the Proto-Ibero-Romanic language appears therefore justi- 
fied by the methods of historical linguistics. But what does linguistic 
history, which is amply available in this instance, say about it ? 

In accordance with all we know about the early history of Spain 
and its conquest by Roman arms, and in the light of all we know about 
the behavior of languages and their spread and diversification, the 
Proto-Ibero-Romanic hypothetical language most likely did not exist; 
certainly it did not have to exist. Instead it seems highly probable 
and reasonable, albeit still unprovable in rigorous terms for want of 
complete linguistic evidence, not that Latin was imported in the Iberi- 
an peninsula and there existed for a while in a modified fo l~  called 
Proto-Ibero-Romanic before it was somehow decomposed into various 
dialects, but that  Latin (and very likely not just one kind of local ,or 
social dialect of Latin, nor one Latin of a single period) was sups:r- 
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imposed upon, and e]~posed to the substratic influence of, a variety 
of ~3ready existini~ dialects (perhaps of an 'Iberian' type - though the 
name has little more than geographic meaning unless Basque is a 
modem derivatiw; of it). If that is so, then the multiform dialects of the 
area are not at a~l descendents or continuations of some kind of uni- 
form Proto-Ibero-Romanic, they are not products of the disintegration 
of a single proto-language spoken in the Iberian peninsula. That  is to 
say, there never were any people to whom Proto-Ibero-Romanic was 
a native language. As far as we know, ~he linguistic diversity of Iberian 
Romanic is due to both the diversity of the linguistic substrata (at 
the state of comntunications preceding the Roman conquest we must 
not assume the p:'evalence of a unified language all over the Iberian 
peni~sula), and, perhaps less so, the diversity of the Latin imported 
(although we unfortunately know very little about Latin dialects). 
On the other hand, the high degree of relatedness of the dialects of 
Spain and Portu{;al in comparison with other Romanic dialects is 
due to, and testifies to, the relatedness of the substrata as compared 
with those prevailing in Gaul (Kel~ ic), Italy (mostly Italic), Rumania 
(Thracian ?), and s ~ forth, and of course to the relatedness of the Latin 
speeches that superseded the Iberian stratum 14). 

The term Protc,-Ibero-Romanic, then, has a real content only in 
the sense that it is Latin itself. Latin is the only proto-language which 
the inevitable norAlinguistic considerations allow me to postulate, a 
Latin, to be sure, tlhat must be sought outside the Iberian peninsula 
- for as soon as it became the language of the peninsula's non-native 
speakers it acquired a variety of dialectal traits. I do not deny, then, 
that the vi.sible r¢~lationship of the dialects of the Iberian peninsula 
ha.~ its source in a proto-language, but I do maintain that it is not of 
necessity, indeed with scarcely any probability, this so-called Proto- 
Ibero-Romanic, ]oca.ted on the peninsula and spoken after the Roman 
conquest, such a.s it appears in various t"~nealogical trees and such as 
it is understood by most scholars. 

14) I do not wish 1:o give the impression tha t  I regard the subs t ra tum as .he 
only  source of linguistic diversification of an original more or less unified dialect  ; 
m a n y  linguistic and non-linguistic (political, geographic, demographic,  ecoao- 
mic) factors play impor tant  roles, and are often difficult  to disentangle from 
one another.  But  I do consider the subs t ra tum a very  impor tan t  force among 
all these. 
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Since we have no truly quantifying criteria that measure the re- 
lationship among languages, the constitution of subgroups of more 
closely related idioms for the purpose of reconstructing intermediate, 
partial proto-languages, such a 3 Proto-I '~ro-Romanic or Proto-.Italo- 
Keltic, derives from value judgments, from educated guesses, on the 
part of the investigator. But .aere i;c must be noted that  divergent 
decisions on the first level of ~:o:'aparisons, that of known dialects, must 
lead to divergent results on the final level, that of the unknown proto- 
language. I may illustrate this by the following example dealing with 
an imaginary set of related languages, a, b, c, d, e,/, declared to belong 
to one linguistic family. Let us assume tt~at we know only these, the 
present generation, so to speak, of this famt',y, such as is indeed often 
the case with Amerindian or African dialects, in attempting to arrive 

f a b e f d e f 

.-! B C 

Fig .  1 

at a proto-language the linguist may choose to follow one of several 
possible paths toward the solution of this series of linguistic ~quations, 
as shown in Fig. I. Under A, he compares all dialects at the same time 
and derives the proto-language P1 directly. Under B and C he connects 
certain dialects because they seem more closely related and appear to 
form a sub-family. Also other designs are of course feasible. But owls,:, 
to the absence of quantitative criteria on degrees of relationship, and 
of historic information on either the languages or the speakers, pot all 
linguists need necessarily agree on the grouping of dialects for th~ 
propose of reconstruction, and ev,en disagreement from the majority 
vie'e,, may mark neither the fool nor the maverick. Be it also noted 
that any grouping preceding the comparison implies or anticipates a 
cer':ain historic relationship which, one should imagine, ought to be 
the result rather than the premi,;e of reconstruction. In any ,event, 
the reconstructed ?roto-languages~ P1, P2, P3, can hardly come out 
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identical because they were fabricated by different procedures, while 
of course the real proto-language, P, if ever there was one in the first 
place, is unchang~mbly fixed. Not only that, but also the intermediate 
proto-languages under B and C (Psb, Ped, Pof, PIbc, Pd~), which are 
not the same, and of which there is none under A, may or may not 
have existed. Whether schema A or B or C is representative of a reality 
of linguistic and non-linguistic history can therefore not be argued on 
the strength of precarious and debatable choices pertaining to the 
arrangement of dialects 15). 

In some linguistic families, notably Amerindian and African, pre- 
history is but a ~Eew decades distant. Any thrust into the past will 
involve the linguist in reconstruction. He will therefore often find 
himself it, a position such as exeniplified by Fig. I above. If what I 
have said so far in this paper is true, it follows that the pymmidin~ 
of reconstructed series of proto-.~anguages which are meant to probe 
into the past, cannot but suffer l~om rapidly and radically dwindling 
realism on both counts, authenticity of form and rea!i_ty of existence. 
By the time the Amerindian or African li.nguist has reached, speaking 
in terms of the genealogic~d tree (which he is li~:ely to construct in 
ol:der to illuminate chronology and family relationship - and, one may 
hope, no more), the third or fourth genel.~ation, wlfich perhaps carries 
him backward no farther than a century, he faces a proto-language of 
his own making that has an exceedingly small degree of verisimilitude. 
And if furthermore he wishes to assign dates to these proto-languages 
by means of linguistic calculations, glottochronologic or other, the 
realization becomes inescapable that such a chronology, based largely 
(as it is)on fiction~d material, is highly questionable if not worthless. 

Concerning the extra-linguistic deducti,ms often derived from such 

15) I have noted (see above p. 28) tha t  the :~'econstructing comparativist  is 
solving a number of linguistic equations. But  when I speak of equations in this 
context, it should be borne in mind tha t  they ,:tiffer significantly from mathe- 
matical ones. In mathematics° given a number of unknowns and a number of 
equations, it does not mat ter  in what sequence the unknowns are gradually 
eliminated by the pr(~ess of substitution: the result is always the same. If  it is 
not, an error was committed somewhere. In 1Linguistics, however, where neither 
the knowns nor the unknowns can be providc~d with a quant i ta t ive value, more 
than one solution is l~)ssible, and it is the progress toward it, tha t  is, the sequence 
in which the equations are solved, which in considerable measure determines 
the final result. 
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a genealogical tree, I need scarcely say more than has already been 
said in passing. Having societies or persons migrate from one place 
to another, Mong roads that are represented, somewhat flimsily and 
recklessly, by the branches of the genealogical tree, which becomes a 
geographical map, in order to accommodate displacement and diver- 
sification of languages, all that is bad enough even if the tree is a niap 
of known territory. But it is preposterous to pretend that one may 
pursue the progress of imaginary soci~.ties along the branches of a 
hypothetical tree of dubious reconstructed language.,;, and to provide 
with ethnic names various vague tribes and nations which go with the 
more than doubtful linguistic items. The linguist who thus has peril- 
ously nurtured a genealogical tree and topped it with a shaky proto- 
language, now triumphantly descends the same puny growth, at the 
head, as it were, of bands of lusty migrants and invaders who disperse 
their spectral selves and their mute idioms, leaving behind them, at 
fleeting halts and along conjectured paths, a faint and untidy tcail of 
arrowheads or pots or battleaxes or cephalix indices, or perh:tps of 
none of these - but always of alleged proto-languages. This is not 
linguLstics, and it is not prehistory or history "~). 

is) A portion of my  book The tongues o/ Italy: prehistory and history (Cam- 
bridge, Mass. 1958) a t t empts  to demonst ra te  tha t  in <h~.~,rmining the linguistic 
aspect of the prehis tory  of a certain region it is nece.-;~, ~rv to use not linguistic 
axguments alone, nor those pertaining to any other  single branch o5 science 
alone; and I t r ied to show, by word and example, t ha t  prehistory, a branch o[ 
human  knowledge which by its very  nature  deals with the recondite, must  be 
based upon all the  evidence and all the methods accessible to the modern scholar, 
whether  they  come from linguistics, ethnology, antropoiogy,  archaeology, his- 
tory,  mythology,  geology, or any  o ther  available source. (Significantly, two re- 
viewers of my book, both  lingui,'.ts, were unable by i!nclinaticm or ('ducatio)L 
to grasp my intent ,  and they lan~ented a circumstance tha t  they should have 
,velcomed, namely,  the vast amount  of non-lmguistical  material  which I adduced 
in my argument.)  I cannot  recommend warmly enough to anyone really in- 
terested in this question, Luigi Pareti ,  La comparazione scientifica e la preis- 
toria,  in: Smdi minori di storia a)~ti'~a, I: Preistoria e stori~ antica, 1-22 (Rome 
1958). Anyone who has but  cursorily informed himsel[ on the problems and 
principles involved in prehistoric research cannot  help perceiving the amateur ish-  
ness and fr ivoli ty inherent  in the ventures  of some linguists to paint  a picture 
of prehis tory wi th  purely  linguistic means - with the aid of -econstructed proto- 
languages, if you please! 

Cf. Rouse, in R a y m o n d  H. Thompson,  ed., Migrations in New World cultural 
h:istovy 67 (Tucson 1958): "One of the values of the present volume, in my 
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If I hold such views on proto-languages in general, especially the 
intermediate proto-languages, what do I do with the queen of all 
proto-languages, Proto-Indo-European ? If I deny an a priori existence 
to Prote-Ibero-Romanic, should I not deny it also to Proto-Indo- 
European, that  is, should I not in effect be saying that Proto-Indo- 
European may not have existed at all, especially since I have argue:l 
that  it is not really a 'beginning' any more than is Proto-Ibero-Roma- 
nic, but part of a larger genealogical tree of which we do not know the 
rest ? 17) But there is a difference. In Romanic we are entitled, if we 
so choose, to go beyond the proto-language, that is, Latin, and pene- 
trate to older stages of the family; in Indo-European we cannot, at 
least not at the present state of our knowledge, go beyond Proto-Ind~.- 
European. Consequently Proto-Indo-European is, in terms of currently 
p:acticable historical linguistics, though surely not in terms of real 
linguistic history, a terminal item; it therefore belongs into a different 
category fl'om all those other proto-ianguages, real or reconstructed, 
that lead up to it. 

It follows that, while the existence of a real parent language !or the 
Indo-European dialects can be questioned as little as that of a real 
parent language for the Ibero-Rornanic dialects, it may not be some- 
thing that we shall, if we ever oL:ain further intormation, continue to 
call Proto-Indo-E'aropean, certainly not if the term connotes, as it 
does to so:me, a number of geographic, ethnic, and indeed linguistic 
corollaries. For such corollaries, pertaining to realia, cannot be de- 
duced from the reconstructed language in any event. If we should ever 
discover the shape of the larger genealogical tree of which 'Proto- 
Indo. European' is a branch, then we may also find it useful, or indeed 
obligatory, to revise the name: ~-'roto-Indo-European may turn out 
to be language X of the larger trte just as Proto-Ibero-Romanic 
turned out to be Latin, I should o¢ course require, in accordance with 
what I have been saying, that the ca.~e ot the genetic connection of the 

opinion, is that  it illustrates the necessity of corabining archaeological, ethno- 
logical, physical anthropological, and linguistic e,,idence in drawing inferences 
of migration '. To this adds the reviewer (Newman, Language 35,717 [195%): 
"None of the, symposium contributors, however, a~ tempted to utilize evidence 
outside his own specialty". 

1;) See my earlier article, Language 35,425 (1~59). See also above, p. 23, 
where I put Proto-Indo-European under (3c), making it an admissible though 
unreal construct. 
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Indo-European with another  language family not only be stated on 
Imretylingttistic grounds, but  a im be accxnnpanied and supported by 
such non-linguistic evidence as would make the physical contact o f  
the t.¢o language families, their geographic contigui~.y if not congru- 
ence at s o m e  t ime ,  a fact or at least a v e r y  s trong  probab i l i t y .  B u t  if 
that  is accomplished we shall al.~ be in a much better  position than 
we are now to 1~1~ 'Proto-Indo-Eurolx,  an' ,  or whatever  we shall 
prek~r to call it, in time and place, and to asscg:iate It with a culture 
and with speakers - just as, thanks to the historical inh~rmation we do 
p o s ~ ,  we could find a home, an Urlwimat,  if you will, and a culture 
and speakers to go with 'Proto-lbero-Rcmmnic' ,  that  i.~, Latin. 

h~t4eed even m~" we do in fi~ct al~rogate the. existence o! Proto. 
lndo-Eur<~ean as the presto-language t~f all dead and li~ing Indo- 
E u r ~ a n  dialects, if we follo~" the reasoning of those who see in Hit- 
tite par a daughter  but a sister language of Proto-lndo-Eurolx,  an and 
who postulate a Proto-Im:lo-Hittite parent language for both is). It  
is true that  we still need a proto-language for all the many  dialect.~ 
that  must  be related by descent; but it is also true that  Proto-Indo- 
Hittite,  if we lX~stulate a reality for it since it is now at the practically 
accessible apex of the pyramkl  (or, it oi~e prefers, at the ba.~c of the 
gel~alogical tree), detracts from the probabil i ty of the real ,.xistence 
of Prtrto-lndo-Europeal~ : for Proto-In~,-Eur~l~.an i.~ n,~w, likt. Proto- 
ltx, ro-Romanic, an unat tes ted internw~liate proto-language whose 
reconstructed formulae do not, in lhe ab,.,.nce of non-linguistic cor- 
robolati~m, imply or warrant  the pr~.sumption ~f its reality. We must 
not think or pretend, therefore, that  the acceptance of tht. Proto- 
Imto-Hit t i te  hylxcthesis. ~r perhat~ of an even more conjectural 
Proto-lndo-Semitic,  or of any other tarther r~.m.,.'ed prt, to-language, 
i~token.~ merely a rearrangement of the genealogical tree without 
~:ffec':ing the natuce and the  reality of what  we hax'~: i~,en calling Proto- 
Indo..European. For as soon as we haw. relegated Recon.~tructed Proto- 
ipalo-European to any place other than the ult imately accessible at~:x 
of the pyramkl  of family reconstruction, have placed it in any but  

Is) Elleg/krd 1959, 146, seems to come to this conclusicai statistically. But  
I am reluctant to a c c e ~  a e.ak~ulati~n ba~.e.d on vocabulary alone; I have more 
confid,.,nce in views o b t a h ~  without statistics and mathematics as long as they 
come from a first rate historical linguist who k, a o w s  Hittite, such as Sturtevant.  
(Perhaps ~ d  does too, bat  he makes his case on statistic grounds.) 
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the terminal position, as sore e day perhaps we shall have to do, we 
shall have put it on a spot where, apart from its congenital lack of 
authenticity in form and substance, the very existence of a Real Proto- 
Indo-European in the customary sense of the word is no longer implied. 

What I haw~ said in  this article concerning a few of the unattested 
reconstructed languages of Indo-European applies, mutatis mutandis, 
to all of them, as it does of course to those of other linguistic families. 
That is to say, as regards Proto-Italo-Keltic, Proto-Italic, Proto- 
Ga~J.o-Romanic, Proto-West-Germanic, and many more, with or with- 
out proto- in their names, no matter how convenient and even indis- 
pensable they raay be as items in the procedure of historical linguistics, 
the linguist must in each case test and support their reality by the 
non-linguistic facts of linguistic history. 

Postscript. When I had finished this article in its first rough draft, 
I received a letter from a student of mine in Romanic Linguistics, 
Mr. Herbert Izzo, then in Vietnam. In it, discussing mainly possible 
subjects for a doctoral dissertation, including the reconstruction of 
Proto-Romqnic, Mr Izzo states an opinion concerning reconstruction 
and historical linguistics and linguistic history that can serve as a 
lucidly worde,/[ resum~ to a portion of my own article, and that con- 
tains arguments and conclusions gratifyingly close to mine. I shall 
now cite, with the author's permission, the pertinent passage so as to 
give Mr Izzo due credit, and also to allow our views to support one 
another by the very fact of their convergence. 

" . . .  I have doubts about the validity of several aspects of recon- 
struction. One question is, if we were to compare two stages of a single 
language while supposing them to be different dialects, wouldn't we 
be very likely to set up a proto-language for them instead of deriving 
the later from the earlier form ? And~ although I believe that the Ro- 
mance languages derive ultimately from a nearly uniform base and 
that all the Indo-European languages do likewise, I cannot believe 
in the reality of reconstructions (better, constructions) like Proto- 
Germanic, where there is (so I believe) no historical evidence but only 
linguistic similarity to show that a single proto-language ever existed. 
Still less can I believe in the reality of such languages as Proto-Gallo 
Romance, Proto-Iberc-Romance, etc., where what is known about 
the area in question makes it seem (to me at least) most unlikely that 
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there could have been any 'period of common development' before 
differentiation. Of course, I am more or less echoing your remarks 
in 'Linguistic expansion and diversification ~' [in Studies . . .  What- 
mough 239-52 (The Hague 1957)], but the contrary is implied in [Ro- 
bert A.] Hall's 'Reconstruction of Proto-Romance' [Language 26,6-27 
(1950)] and his papers on the Oaths of Strasbourg [Language 29,317- 
21 (1953), 35,2~V-5 (1959), the second in reply to remarks by John A. 
Rea, Language 34,367-9 (1958)]. Now I think perhaps reconstruction 
may be compared to the solution of a series of simultaneous equations 
in that one might compare any two dialects and set up a proto-dialect 
for them, then compare this proto-dialect with any other similarly 
deduced proto-dialect or with any third dialecL and so on until a 
final single reconstruction (the 'solution' of all the 'equations') had 
been made. Then the final reconstruction approximates an actual 
stage of the language, but the intermediate 'reconst:ructions' are merely 
convenient fictions corresponding to no actual linguistic stages except 
by coincidence. 

But if ali this is true, it is impossible to know without extra-linguistic 
information whether a reconstruction represents a relatively real or a 
completely fictitious proto-language. (For example, the existence of 
Prolo-Hispano-Portuguese seems somewhat more plausible than the 
existence of Proto-Hispano-Roumanian.) 

Bv.t if it is not true, i.e., if related languages cannot be compared 
at rmldom, but only tho~  which have an immediate common ancestor 
can be compared and only relatively contemporaneous stages can be 
compared with each other, then we are even worse off; for we need 
still more extra-linguistic information to proceed . . . "  
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